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Abstract
Many real-world tasks involve identifying patterns from data
satisfying background or prior knowledge. In domains like
materials discovery, due to the flaws and biases in raw ex-
perimental data, the identification of X-ray diffraction pat-
terns (XRD) often requires a huge amount of manual work
in finding refined phases that are similar to the ideal theoret-
ical ones. Automatically refining the raw XRDs utilizing the
simulated theoretical data is thus desirable. We propose imi-
tation refinement, a novel approach to refine imperfect input
patterns, guided by a pre-trained classifier incorporating prior
knowledge from simulated theoretical data, such that the re-
fined patterns imitate the ideal data. The classifier is trained
on the ideal simulated data to classify patterns and learns an
embedding space where each class is represented by a proto-
type. The refiner learns to refine the imperfect patterns with
small modifications, such that their embeddings are closer to
the corresponding prototypes. We show that the refiner can
be trained in both supervised and unsupervised fashions. We
further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
both qualitatively and quantitatively in a digit refinement task
and an X-ray diffraction pattern refinement task in materials
discovery.
Introduction
Many real-world tasks involve identifying meaningful pat-
terns satisfying background or prior knowledge from lim-
ited amount of labeled data (Chapelle, Scholkopf, and Zien
2009). Furthermore, the raw data are often corrupted with
noise (Steinbrener et al. 2010), which makes it even harder
to identify meaningful patterns. On the other hand, in many
domains like scientific discovery, though the experimental
data might be flawed or biased, ideal data can often be syn-
thesized easily (Rubin 1993; Le Bras et al. 2014). It is thus
desirable to incorporate knowledge from ideal data to refine
the quality of the raw patterns to make them more meaning-
ful and recognizable.
For instance, in materials discovery, where we would like
to discover new materials, each material is characterized
by a unique X-ray diffraction pattern (also called XRD or
phase, see Fig. 1). The identification of such phases is chal-
lenging because the raw phases from experiments are of-
ten mixed with each other and further corrupted with noise.
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Figure 1: Imitation refinement improves the quality of im-
perfect patterns guided by a pre-trained classifier incorporat-
ing prior knowledge from ideal patterns. Left: Refinement of
XRD patterns. Right: Refinement of hand-written digits.
Moreover, material scientists are interested in not only pre-
dicting the properties of materials (Park et al. 2017), but also
finding refined phases that are of better quality and similar to
the ideal theoretical phases (Speakman 2013). To the best of
our knowledge, this task can only be computed manually us-
ing quantum mechanics, which often requires huge amount
of manual work even for an expert.
Even though our work has been motivated by applications
in scientific discovery, there are other domains in which im-
itation refinement is applicable. For example, in the context
of digit recognition, some scratchy hand-written digits may
be hard to read since they may miss important strokes or
are poorly written. Given the labels of the digits and syn-
thesized “ideal” typeset digits, one may want to refine the
hand-written digits to improve their readability, though typ-
ically we do not know what the corresponding ground-truth
ideal digits are.
We propose a novel approach called imitation refine-
ment, which improves the quality of imperfect patterns by
imitating ideal patterns, guided by a classifier with prior
knowledge pre-trained on the ideal dataset. Imitation refine-
ment applies small modifications to the imperfect patterns
such that (1) the refined patterns have better quality and are
similar to the ideal patterns and (2) the pre-trained classi-
fier can achieve better classification accuracy on the refined
patterns. We show that both ends can be achieved even with
limited amount of data.
Specifically, we pre-train a classifier using the ideal syn-
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thetic patterns and learn a meaningful embedding space. In
such a space, each class forms a cluster containing all the
embedded inputs from this class. We call the cluster cen-
ters prototypes for each class. Then the refiner learns a map-
ping from imperfect patterns to refined patterns, such that
the embeddings of the refined patterns are closer to the cor-
responding prototypes and give better prediction results. In
the supervised case, the corresponding prototype is the one
associated with the class. In the unsupervised case, the pro-
totype is the closest one to the raw embedded input.
The main contribution of our work is to provide a novel
framework for imitation refinement, which can be used to
improve the quality of imperfect patterns under the supervi-
sion from a classifier containing prior knowledge. Our sec-
ond contribution is to find an effective way to incorporate the
prior knowledge from the ideal data into the classifier. The
third contribution of this work is to provide a way to train
the refiner even if the imperfect inputs have no supervision.
Using a materials discovery dataset, we show that for the
imperfect input experimental phases, the refined phases are
closer to the quantum-mechanically computed ideal phases.
In addition, we achieve higher classification accuracy on
the refined phases. We show that even in the unsupervised
case, the refinement can help improve the quality of the in-
put patterns. To validate the generality of our approach, we
also show that imitation refinement improves the quality of
poorly written digits by imitating ideal typeset digits.
Imitation Refinement
Notation
In imitation refinement, we are given an ideal dataset
Dideal = {(xideali , yideali )}Ni=1. The ideal d-dimensional
features xideali ∈ X ideal ⊆ Rd is a realization from a
random variable Xideal, and the label yideali ∈ Y , whereY is a discrete set of classes {0, 1, ..., l} in this prob-
lem. In addition, we are also given the imperfect train-
ing data Dimp. In the supervised/targeted case, Dimp =
{(ximpi , yimpi )}Mi=1 where ximpi ∈ X imp ⊆ Rd is a real-
ization of a random variable Ximp and the labels yimpi ∈ Y .
In the unsupervised/non-targeted case, Dimp = {ximpi }Mi=1
where ximp ∈ X imp and the labels are not available.
We assume there is a slight difference (Shimodaira 2000;
Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2012) between X imp and X ideal.
Problem Description
Our goal is to learn a function R : X imp → X rfd, where
X rfd ⊆ X ideal, that refines the imperfect patterns into ideal
patterns (e.g. the theoretically computed corresponding pat-
terns), with the guidance from a pre-trained classifier C. C is
the composition Gψ ◦ Fθ where Fθ : X ideal → Rm is an
embedding function (m-dimensional embedding space) and
Gψ : Rm → Y is a prediction function. For the inputs x, we
hope C(R(x)) can give better results than C(x), and R(x)
has better quality than x, by imitating the patterns in X ideal.
Figure 2: Prototypical classifier not only predicts labels, but
also learn a meaningful embedding space. The center of the
cluster for each class is called prototype.
Pre-trained Prototypical Classifier
Inspired by recently proposed prototypical networks (Snell,
Swersky, and Zemel 2017), the classifier is trained to learn a
meaningful embedding space to better incorporate the prior
knowledge as well as the class prediction. The embedding
space is formed by the features from the last layer before
the softmax layer, where each class can be represented by a
prototype embedding and embeddings from each class form
a cluster surrounding the prototype. We thus call the classi-
fier prototypical classifier. The ideal dataset is used to train
the prototypical classifier and inject prior knowledge into the
classifier. The prototype of each class is the mean of the em-
bedded patterns from this class:
ck =
1
|Didealk |
∑
yideali =k
Fθ(xideali ) (1)
where ck is the prototype of class k and Didealk is the subset
of Dideal containing all the samples from class k.
To learn such a prototypical classifier, besides the class
prediction loss given by a classification loss LC(θ, ψ) =∑
i `(Gψ(Fθ(xideali )), yideali ) where `(·) can be the cross
entropy loss or other supervised losses, we further add a loss
defining the distances to the ground-truth prototypes in the
embedding space given a distance function d : Rm×Rm →
[0,+∞):
LF (θ) =
∑
i
− log exp(−d(Fθ(x
ideal
i ), cyideali ))∑
k′∈Y exp(−d(Fθ(xideali ), ck′))
(2)
The idea behind this loss is simple: for a sample xideali , we
define a distribution over classes based on a softmax over
the distances to the prototypes and the loss is simply the
negative log-likelihood of the probabilities. In each train-
ing step, the batch of samples are randomly selected from
each class to ensure each class has a least one sample. The
prototype of each class is randomly initialized before the
training and is updated by computing the mean of the em-
beddings from the class and the prototype from last batch.
During the training, we also consider the prototypes from
the last batch while updating the prototypes to stabilize the
prototypes instead of learning new prototypes in each step.
If we assume the embedding space is well formed by clus-
ters (which will be shown in experimental section), cluster
means are the best representatives as shown in (Banerjee et
al. 2005). Pseudocode to train the prototypical classifier is
provided in Algorithm 1. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the
prototypical classifier.
+ + =
loss
Prototypical classifier      (Fixed)Refiner Imitation 
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Figure 3: The refinerRφ is trained in an end-to-end fashion. The Pre-trained classifier C provides two losses, `proto and `pred.
Loss `reg is given by the difference between the refined input and the raw input in either the raw space or some feature space.
Algorithm 1 One epoch in the training for the prototypical
classifier
Input: Ideal dataset Dideal = {(xideali , yideali )}Ni=1 where
yideali ∈ {1, ..., l}, max number of batches(T ), the number
of samples selected from each class in each step(Nc), the
subset Dk containing all the samples from class k.
Output: Prototypical classifier Cθ,ψ.
1: Randomly initialize prototypes c0k for each class.
2: for t = 1, ..., T do
3: for k = 1, ..., l do
4: Randomly select Nc samples from class k.
5: Compute LC(θ, ψ) and LF (θ) given the samples
and prototypes.
6: Lbatch(θ, ψ)← LC(θ, ψ) + λLF (θ).
7: Update the parameters θ, ψ by taking an Adam step
on the batch loss.
8: ctk ← 1|Didealk |+1 (c
t−1
k +
∑
yideali =k
Fθ(xideali ))
Imitation Refiner
The pre-trained prototypical classifier is then applied to
guide the training of the refiner Rφ : X imp → X rfd with
learnable parameters φ. We propose to learn φ by minimiz-
ing a combination of three losses:
LR(φ) =
∑
i
(`pred(φ;x
imp
i ,Y) + α`reg(φ;ximpi )
+ β`proto(φ;x
imp
i ,F(X ideal))).
(3)
where ximpi is the i
th imperfect training sample and
F(X ideal) is the embedding space formed by the embed-
dings of samples from the space X ideal. α and β are coeffi-
cients that trade off different losses. Note that once the clas-
sifier C is trained, it is fixed along with the prototypes ck’s
during the training of the refiner. Furthermore, C provides
loss functions (`pred and `proto) to the training ofRφ.
As we mentioned previously, the refiner can be trained
in both targeted and non-targeted fashions, depending on
whether the labels of the imperfect training samples are pro-
vided or not. In the targeted case, prediction loss `pred is the
loss given by the difference between the predicted labels of
the refined input patterns and the ground-truth labels:
`pred(φ;x
imp
i ,Y) = H(C(Rφ(ximpi )), yimpi ) (4)
where H is the cross-entropy loss. In the non-targeted case,
we simply change the cross-entropy loss to the entropy loss,
H(C(Rφ(ximpi ))), to represent the uncertainty of the clas-
sifier C on the refined patterns. The goal is to minimize the
entropy to force the refiner to learn more meaningful refined
patterns which could be better recognized by C.
Simply using the prediction loss is not sufficient to learn
an effective refiner and sometime might learn adversarial ex-
amples (Kurakin, Goodfellow, and Bengio 2016). We thus
introduce the prototypical loss `proto to further guide the
refinement towards the corresponding prototypes in the em-
bedding space, which is more robust. In the targeted case,
the prototypical loss is given by the negative log-likelihood
on the distances between the embeddings of the refined pat-
terns and the ground-truth prototypes:
`proto(φ;x
imp
i ,F(X ideal))
=− log
exp(−d(F(Rφ(ximpi )), cyimpi ))∑
k′ exp(−d(F(Rφ(ximpi )), ck′))
(5)
In the non-targeted case, we use entropy loss:
`proto(φ;x
imp
i ,F(X ideal)) =
l∑
k=1
−pimpi,k log pimpi,k (6)
where pimpi,k =
exp(−d(F(Rφ(ximpi )),ck))∑
k′ exp(−d(F(Rφ(ximpi )),ck′ ))
.
Note that for an imperfect sample ximpi , we are looking
for an ideal pattern in X ideal that is most related to ximpi .R should modify the input as little as possible to remain the
contents in the imperfect input samples (Gatys, Ecker, and
Bethge 2016). Therefore, we introduce the third loss `reg to
regularize the changes made for the input:
`reg(φ;x
imp
i ) = ||Ψ(R(ximpi ))−Ψ(ximpi )||p (7)
where || · ||p is p-norm and Ψ maps the raw input into a fea-
ture space. Ψ can be an identity map Ψ(x) = x or more
abstract features such as the feature maps after the first or
second convolution layer. This loss works for both targeted
and non-targeted cases since it does not rely on the labels.
Such regularization can also help avoid learning an ill-posed
mapping from X imp to X ideal such as a many-to-one map-
ping that maps all the imperfect patterns from class k to one
Algorithm 2 One epoch in the training for the refiner when
labels are available
Input: Imperfect training dataset Dimp =
{(ximpi , yimpi )}Mi=1 where yimpi ∈ {1, ..., l}, max num-
ber of batches(T ), the batch size(Nc), the prototypical
classifier C and the prototypes ck.
Output: RefinerRφ.
1: for t=1..T do
2: Sample Nc samples from training set Dimp :
{xi, yi}Nci=1.
3: Let ri = R(xi) be the refined inputs.
4: Let ei = F(ri) be the embedded refined inputs.
5: Let ci = G(ei) be the predicted labels.
6: Compute LR(φ) in equation (3)
• `pred = 1Nc
∑
iH(ci, yi)
• `proto = 1Nc
∑
i− log
exp(−d(ei,cyi ))∑
k′ exp(−d(ei,ck′ ))
• `reg = 1Nc
∑
i ||Ψ(ri)−Ψ(xi)||p
7: Update parameters φ through back-propagation
based on the loss LR(φ).
ideal pattern in class k regardless the raw contents in the
imperfect patterns. This mapping could achieve very small
`pred and `proto but that is not what we want.
The refiner R is trained in an end-to-end way as de-
scribed above and all the parameters are updated through
back-propagation. The pseudocode to train the refiner is pro-
vided in Algorithm 2 in the targeted case. In the non-targeted
case, the algorithm is simply replacing the targeted losses
with non-targeted losses as described. The overall structure
of the refiner is shown in Fig. 3.
Experiments
In this section we present results to validate our approach on
two applications: materials discovery (Jain et al. 2013) and
hand-written digits refinement (LeCun et al. 1998).
Materials Discovery
High-throughput combinatorial materials discovery is a ma-
terials science task whose intent is to discover new mate-
rials using a variety of methods including X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern analysis(Green et al. 2017). The raw imper-
fect X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) from experiments are
often unsatisfiable because the data corruption could hap-
pen in any step of the data processing. Much effort has
been put into cleaning the data through techniques like
matrix decomposition, data smoothing (Chen et al. 2005;
Suram et al. 2016). These previous works mainly focus on
individual pattern cleaning instead of modifying the pattern
by considering prior knowledge. Thus, experts still need
to do considerable manual work to fit the data into the
heavy-duty quantum mechanical computation to find a re-
fined XRD similar to some perfect theoretical pattern, which
may take weeks or even months. However, some domain
knowledge can be very useful to automatically push the re-
finement of the imperfect XRD patterns. For example, it is
a fundamental fact that each XRD could be categorized as
exactly 1 of the 7 crystal structures (triclinic, monoclinic,
orthorhombic, tetragonal, rhombohedral, hexagonal, cubic).
Each structure has some unique signal patterns. We want to
learn such knowledge from the ideally simulated data and
further guide the refinement of the imperfect XRD patterns.
In this work, we show how close the refined XRDs are
to the quantum-mechanically computed patterns to validate
that useful domain knowledge is learned by the pre-trained
classifier. We show our performance via two metrics. First,
the refined XRDs can achieve better classification accuracy
even if the classifier is not changed. Second, we directly
show the improvement of the quality of the refined XRDs
both qualitatively and quantitatively. We measure the differ-
ence between the ground-truth XRDs and refined XRDs on
`1, `2, KL-divergence and cross correlation. Qualitative re-
sults are also shown in the heatmaps of the XRDs.
Dataset: The dataset used in this application is from mate-
rials project (Jain et al. 2013). The ideal simulated data have
approximately 240,000 samples from 7 classes. Each sample
is a 2,000-dimensional 1-d feature. The label of each ideal
sample is also known. This dataset is not balanced where the
trilinic class has as few as 14,000 samples while the cubic
class has over 52,000 samples. Such data imbalance can be
handled by the batch selection strategy in the training for the
prototypical classifier. The imperfect dataset has only 1,494
samples from 7 classes, which is much fewer than the ideal
dataset. 5-fold cross-validation is used for training the clas-
sifier and refiner. Furthermore, the theoretically computed
ground-truth XRDs from materials scientist are also pro-
vided and are only used for evaluation purpose. For training
the refiner, we have two settings where the class labels may
or may not be known.
Implementation details: The refiner network,Rφ is U-Net
(Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015). Since the inputs are
1-d XRD patterns of length 2000, all the 2-d layers in the
U-Net are changed to 1-d layer while other configurations
remain the same. The input 2000 × 1 feature is convolved
with 3 × 1 filters that output 32 feature maps. The output is
then passed through an encoder-decoder network structure
with 4 convolutional and 4 deconvolutional layers. The out-
put of the last layer passes through a 1 × 1 convolutional
layer which produces 1 feature map of size 2000× 1.
For the classifier C, we use two structures DenseNet
(Huang et al. 2017) and VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman
2014) to show that the imitation refinement framework
works for different classifiers. For DenseNet, DenseNet-121
structuere is adopted, with 4 blocks where the numbers of
dense-layers in each block are 6, 12, 24, 16. Each dense-
layer is a composition of two BatchNorm-ReLU-Conv lay-
ers where the filter size is 5 × 1. Growth rate is set to be
32. Note that the input pattern would go through Conv-
BatchNorm-ReLU-Pooling layers first to produce a feature
map that can be fed into subsequent blocks. VGG-19 is an-
other classifier used in our experiments. We keep most con-
figurations from the original paper except that all the 2-d
layers are adapted to 1-d layers. The kernel size for the con-
volutional layers is 3×1 and the kernel size for the max pool-
ing layers is 10 × 1. These changes are only made to fit the
Models Standard Prototypical
VGG-19 68.54% 69.01%
DenseNet 67.74% 70.82%
Table 1: XRD patterns: A classifier pre-trained on the ideal
dataset is tested on the imperfect data. The accuracies from
standard and prototypical classifiers are given in the table.
Prototypical classifiers perform better that the standard clas-
sifiers. These results are also used as baselines.
Models Accuracy
DWT 71.28%
ADDA 73.78%
GTA 73.18%
UNet+VGG 71.37%
UNet+proto-VGG 73.98%
UNet+DenseNet 76.50%
UNet+proto-DenseNet 80.05%
non-targeted UNet+proto-VGG 71.63%
non-targeted UNet+proto-DenseNet 74.74%
Table 2: Different accuracies from different methods or dif-
ferent settings. We also give the results in non-targeted
cases. Our method outperforms the previous methods.
dimensionality of the input XRDs. In this application, func-
tion G is the last softmax layer of the classifier and F is the
rest part of the classifier outputing the embeddings. We train
the prototypical classifier for 100 epochs with batch size 512
(73 from each class and 1 more cubic to get sum 512). Func-
tion Ψ(·) is identity function and `reg uses `1 norm. We use
Adam to train the classifier with learning rate 0.001.
We first show the advantage of the prototypical classifier
over the standard classifier with regard to the generalization
by directly feeding the imperfect data into the classifiers pre-
trained on the ideal dataset. Table 1 shows the results. These
results also serve as the baselines.
To show the improvement of the refined inputs with re-
gard to the classification performance, Table 2 presents the
label prediction accuracies from different methods or set-
tings. Discrete wavelet transform (Cai and Harrington 1998)
is a widely used signal denoising technique in materials
science domain. It removes high frequency noise and pro-
duces cleaner data. ADDA (Tzeng et al. 2017) is a recently
proposed adversarial domain adaptation method aiming at
learning different feature extraction networks for two simi-
lar domains. The embedding space learned by the two net-
works are aligned and can be used to predict labels. GTA
(Sankaranarayanan and Balaji 2018) also learns a common
embedding space that can be used for class prediction, as
well as for training a GAN (Goodfellow et al. 2014) where
the generator acts as a decoder decoding the embedding to
a pattern in the raw feature space. The decoded pattern is
then fed into a multi-class discriminator. As shown in the
table, our methods outperform these state-of-art methods in
this application where the imperfect data is not abundant.
This table also shows that the refinement using the proto-
typical classifiers can achieve better results than using stan-
Models `proto `pred `reg Accuracy
UNet+DenseNet Y N Y 79.33%
UNet+DenseNet N Y Y 75.76%
UNet+DenseNet Y Y Y 80.05%
Table 3: The combination of 3 losses gives the best accuracy.
“Y” stands for yes and “N” stands for no.
(a) GTA embedding space (b) Our embedding space
Figure 4: TSNE visualization of the embedding spaces
learned by GTA and our imitation refinement. Each color
represents a class. The embedding space from our method
clusters the data better.
dard classifiers. The strength of our method when the la-
bels are not available (non-targeted case) is demonstrated in
the table as well. Compared to the two baselines (69.01%
and 70.82%), the unsupervised training under the proposed
framework gives promising results (71.63% and 74.74%).
Ablation study: To show the combination of the different
losses is necessary and meaningful, we show the results in
Table 3 when either `proto or `pred is ablated. Note that all
the reported numbers are averaged over 5 independent runs.
Quantitative results With respect to the quality of refined
XRDs: We directly measure the differences between the re-
fined XRDs and the ground-truth theoretical XRDs on 4
metrics, `1, `2, kl-divergence and cross correlation. We com-
pute both the averages and the medians of the differences
over all the test data (Table 4). ADDA cannot produce re-
fined XRDs, so it is skipped in this part of experiment. GTA
does not perform well in the quality measurement since it
does not consider the self-regularization loss or a prototyp-
ical loss and it actually learns a different refinement space.
Besides, the embedding space learned by GTA is not as well-
formed as imitation refinement (see Fig. 4).
Qualitative analysis: Fig. 4 gives a comparison between the
embedding space learned by GTA and imitation refinement.
Fig. 5 gives an example of the raw XRD, refined XRD and
the ground-truth XRD for materials NbGa3 and Mn4Al11.
Hand-Written Digits
We also show the generality of our model in a hand-written
digit refinement task. In this experiment, we show that if
the ideal digits typeset in different fonts are given, imitation
refinement can take advantage of these ideal digits to refine
handwritten digits, so as to improve prediction accuracy as
well as the readability.
Ideal Digit Datasets: We generate an ideal dataset contain-
Average Median
Models `1 `2 KL NCC `1 `2 KL NCC
Raw XRD 38.993 4.913 41.027 24.415 26.749 1.718 12.195 20.870
DWT 37.459 4.722 37.920 24.305 25.642 1.706 11.972 20.884
GTA 89.265 9.498 48.263 20.991 90.914 6.861 23.306 20.618
UNet+proto-VGG 37.709 4.822 35.750 24.514 26.200 1.603 11.686 20.956
non-targeted UNet+proto-VGG 38.843 4.983 38.494 24.205 26.034 1.630 12.545 21.232
UNet+proto-DenseNet 36.744 4.382 31.767 25.827 25.101 1.671 11.945 22.481
non-targeted UNet+proto-DenseNet 37.119 4.797 36.246 24.364 27.235 1.754 11.834 21.079
Table 4: Differences between the refined XRDs and the ground-truth XRDs on metrics `1, `2,KL and normalized cross corre-
lation (NCC). The difference between the raw XRDs and the ground-truth XRDs gives the baseline. The differences shown in
the table are the averages or medians over all the test data. For `1, `2, kl, the smaller the better. For NCC, the larger, the better.
The best results for each measure is in bold.
Raw Refined Ground-truth
Raw Refined Ground-truth
Figure 5: The visualization of the raw, refined and ground-
truth XRDs for NbGa3 and Mn4Al11 (best in color). The first
one originally has 3 dim high peaks instead of 1 bright peak
as in the ground-truth. Our method successfully squeezes the
3 peaks into one brightest peak. The second one originally
does not have 3 peaks on the left to the brightest peak as
ground-truth. Imitation refinement adds them.
ing images of digits typeset in five different fonts respec-
tively: Bradly Hand, Brush Script, Hannotate, Times,
and Typewriter. We augment images in each font by ver-
tically and horizontally shifting at most two pixels, and also
rotating in range [−20◦, 20◦]. Each dataset contains 10250
images of digits. We merge these five datasets to a dataset
Synz containing these synthetic digits.
Handwritten Digit Datasets: The MNIST dataset (LeCun
et al. 1998) is used as our imperfect dataset, which contains
60,000 handwritten digits for the training and validation and
another 10,000 digits for testing. Some examples of digits
in the ideal dataset and imperfect dataset are shown in Fig.
6. Our goal is to refine handwritten digits by mimicking the
characteristics of computer generated fonts. We take 1 to 50
examples from each class to produce a small training set (10
to 500 data in total), which is then used for training. To allow
reproducibility and reduce randomness in sparse data selec-
tion, we select firstN (N ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}) data
in each class of the official MNIST training dataset. This
dataset imitates data obtained under scenarios in which la-
beled data can be only sparsely obtained.
Implementation details Most experimental settings remain
the same as the previous materials discovery application ex-
cept that the batch size in training the classifier is 100 and
the optimizer is RMSprop with learning rate 0.01.
Times Hannotate
Thicker 
(Hannotate refiner)
Remove excessives
(BrushHand refiner)
BrushHand BradlyHand
Correct deformation
(Times refiner)
Thiner 
(BradlyHand refiner)
Figure 6: The first row displays example digits in the ideal
dataset. The second row shows examples of imitatively re-
fining MNIST handwritten digits to have the characteristics
of different fonts.
We first train the prototypical classifier C on the ideal digit
datasets. C classifies instances in the ideal dataset into 10
categories (0-9). Similar to the earlier experiment, we take
DenseNet-121 as the basic network structure. In order to fit
the smaller resolution input of this experiment, we replaced
the first downsampling convolution with a convolution of
stride 1, and we remove the first max-pooling layer and the
first dense block. The rest remains unchanged. This classi-
fier achieves over 99.9% test accuracy on the ideal datasets.
We use a U-Net structured model as the refiner on the
MNIST dataset. Note this network is very small, with
only 60k parameters (compared to 900k parameters in
DenseNet). Therefore adding very little overhead to the ex-
isting classifier. When training, we consider two cases: a tar-
geted case in which the labels of handwritten digits are given
and a non-target case where the labels are not given. Note
that in both cases, the ideal counterparts of the imperfect
digits are unknown. By training our network end-to-end, the
network is able to learn how to best perform this refinement.
This will be shown quantitatively in the next section.
Improvement of accuracy: As mentioned previously, we
take 1 to 50 examples from each class to produce a small
training set (0.02%-1% of entire MNIST training dataset).
Fig. 7 shows the improvement of identifiability of hand-
written digits after imitation refinement.
The baseline is given in the gray dash line. Directly feed-
ing the mnist test data into the pre-trained prototypical clas-
sifier gives an accuracy of 77.57%. This result is better than
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Figure 7: As the number of training examples from MNIST
dataset increases, the test accuracies of all the methods can
increase gradually. However, only imitation refinement con-
sistently outperforms the baseline and other methods.
the accuracy obtained when using a standard classifier with
the same structure, which is only 70.26%. The green line is
achieved by training a standard classifier from scratch on
the very few given training data from scratch. When the
number of samples from each class is smaller than 10, the
classifier cannot learn anything. But as the number of train-
ing samples grows, the accuracy also increases. This clas-
sifier cannot outperform the baseline stably until after see-
ing over 40 samples from each class. The results given by
another two compared methods, ADDA and GTA are also
shown here. ADDA corresponds to the purple line and its
performance is not very promising in this scarce data sce-
nario. GTA performs better in that it learns a more mean-
ingful embedding space which helps the classification even
when the data amount is not rich. The results of imitation
refinement are given by the red line. Starting from the base-
line accuracy, imitation refinement consistently outperforms
the other methods and it improves with the increase of train-
ing dataset size. Note that imitation refinement obtains bet-
ter results by modifying and refining the classifier’s input,
instead of changing the classifier’s model. This illustrates
that the prior knowledge learned by the classifier can actu-
ally help produce meaningful refined patterns and is a key
difference between our work and related methods such as
transfer learning. Fig. 6 also shows the meaningful features
learned in the refined digits. For instance, “0” learns a mean-
ingful deformation to mimic the Times style and “1” learns
the essential bottom bar in the refined digit while preserving
most contents in the raw image. We also perform imitation
refinement in the non-targeted case and it outperforms the
baseline and increases the baseline accuracy with a margin
of over 2% when 50 samples are given per class.
Related Work
Imitation refinement is related to data denoising (Xie, Xu,
and Chen 2012) and data restoration (Dong et al. 2014),
which improve noisy or corrupted data. One key differ-
ence is that imitation refinement does not require imper-
fect data to be paired with its cleaned version while train-
ing. We directly train an imitation refiner on the imperfect
dataset, for which we don’t know the ground truth. Also,
the ideal dataset does not provide ground truth counterparts
for the imperfect data. Our work is also related to style
transfer (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016), which requires
paired images or cycle consistency (a bijection between two
domains) for the transformation. Besides, transfer learning
(Pan and Yang 2010) and domain adaptation (Glorot, Bor-
des, and Bengio 2011) modify models while our classifier
is fixed. Additionally, imitation refinement has notable dif-
ferences with conventional inverse classification (Mannino
and Koushik 2000; Aggarwal, Chen, and Han 2010), which
uses inverted statistics to complete partial data or solve an
optimization problem for each test sample respectively. Im-
itation refinement differs from these methods since it incor-
porates the knowledge embedded in a pre-trained classifier
into the refiner, which can generalize to the unseen imperfect
data. Further, imitation refinement allows for high-level data
modification, while inverse classification often only changes
data attributes. Finally, imitation refinement is different from
GAN (Goodfellow et al. 2014) since its goal is not to refine
imperfect data such that a discriminator cannot differenti-
ate them from ideal data. Instead, imitation refinement only
applies small modifications to the imperfect data to reflect
the fundamental characteristics of the ideal data, captured
by the classifier trained on them. Several recently proposed
domain adaptation methods using GAN (Tzeng et al. 2017;
Sankaranarayanan and Balaji 2018) seek to find a common
space for both target domain and source domain. Though
they give nice classification results, the performance on the
refinement of the raw inputs is not their focus. Besides,
these methods typically require a certain amount of data.
As shown in the experimental section, they do not perform
very well when only a limited amount of imperfect training
data are given. Prototypical network (Snell, Swersky, and
Zemel 2017) is closely related to our work. It learns a mean-
ingful embedding space formed by the support sets from
each batch. However, their work use the embedding space
for classification while we mainly use it for refinement.
Conclusion and Future Work
Imitation refinement improves the quality of imperfect data
by imitating ideal data. Using the prior knowledge captured
by a prototypical classifier trained on an ideal dataset, a re-
finer learns to apply modifications to imperfect data to im-
prove their qualities. A general end-to-end neural framework
is proposed to address this refinement task and gives promis-
ing results in two applications: handwritten digits and XRD
pattern refinement. Imitation refinement improves readabil-
ity and accuracy of identifying handwritten digits and re-
fines the XRDs to be closer to the ground-truth patterns. This
work has a potential to save lots of manual work for mate-
rial scientists. We also show that imitation refinement could
work even if labels are not provided. Imitation refinement is
easily adaptable to other different situations, such as crowd-
sourcing tasks, where the raw data are often imperfect. The
refiner and classifier are also replaceable components and
we have shown that the imitation refinement framework can
incorporate prior knowledge efficiently. We hope our work
will stimulate additional imitation refinement efforts.
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